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Background

Experimentalists have achieved extraordinary control over designer

many body systems

Cold Fermi/Bose gases with tuneable interactions

Cold atoms in optical lattices with tuneable geometry and

hopping

Gauge fields from Aharonov Bohm phases

Designer Dirac/Weyl cones, topologically protected surface

states



Possible impacts

Study analog systems for bulk phenomena: Low viscosity flow,

anomalous transport. Study universal effects: η/s, CME coefficient.

Study microscopic objects in controlled settings: Strings, Wilson

lines, branes, monopoles. Study dynamics. Look for universality.

(The far future) Real time simulations of QCD in optical lattices,

cavity QED, or trapped ion quantum computers. Real time dynam-

ics, finite baryon density.

(The near future) String breaking, Schwinger mechanism, etc in

abelian lattice systems.



Example I: Flow and η/s

O’Hara et al. (2002), Gale et al. (2013)



Example II: Strings
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SUSY QCD string String in quantum link model

Poppitz & Sulejmanpasic U.-J. Wiese



Example III: Real time Schwinger mechanism
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Can we understand QCD better
by studying analog materials?

Round table discussion                

D. Kharzeev

High Energy Physics in the LHC Era, Valparaiso, Chile, 2012
Confinement, August 31, 2016



Dirac semimetals (DSM) are 3D materials with 
chiral quasi-particles and strong effective coupling:

Phase transition possible to an insulating gapped 
phase (excitonic condensate formation) –

analog of a chirally broken phase with 
a quark condensate!

Can tune doping (chemical potential), temperature, 
magnetic field, strain, etc –
new testing ground for theoretical methods in QCD 



The discovery of Dirac semimetals 
– 3D chiral materials

Z.K.Liu et al., Science 343 p.864 (Feb 21, 2014)
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arXiv:1412.6543 (December 2014); Nature Physics 12, 550 (2016)



Experimental access to real-time dynamics of 
strongly coupled chiral fermions, including the 
Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME). 

Can study the frequency dependence (AC CME 
current), dependence on magnetic field (up to 
very high B/T2 values, deep quantum regime), 
doping, etc

Many new possibilities excluded in QCD vacuum by
Lorentz invariance (type I and II Weyl semimetals, 
Dirac node line, asymmetric WSMs, …)

Playground for analytical and numerical real-time 
methods, with benefit for both QCD and Condensed 
Matter communities



Emergent(versus(reduc.onist(
approach(

Works in condensed matter→  topological states of matter: 
•  system with bulk gap  
•  gapless edge states, 
•   ground state degeneracy 

massless , chiral edge states 

Quantum Hall Effect(
IQHE, landau levels 

FQHE, strong interaction → fractionalization,  
excitations with fractional charge and statistics 

2d , PT breaking 

chiral anomaly: boundary charge is not conserved  bulk (B) and boundary (b) 
compensate (incompressibility) 

described by topological field theory: Chern-Simons theory, (

anomaly ≡  Hall conductivity , anomaly inflow 



edge chiral anomaly �edge states cannot be gapped� topological phase is stable  

Band invariant 

F = dA , where A is the Berry connection  
constructed with Bloch states in the Brillouin zone 

Topological insulator:(
•   2 and 3d, PT invariant 
•  gapped in the bulk, conducting edges modes 
•  described by topological field theory: BF theory 

2d:(stability of TI� stability of non-chiral edge states � massless edge states 

topological phase is protected by TR symmetry if � edge Kramers pair ( Nf odd)  
spin parity is anomalous, discrete remnant of spin anomaly U(I)S   → Z2  of (-1)2S 

•  take two ν = 1 Hall states of spins ↑↓ ; U(1)S current 
•  system is TR invariant � mass term at the edge forbidden 
•  Z2  invariant (Kane) 



3d:(gapless edges excitations protected by T symmetry 
bulk anomaly: 

Θ = 0 trivial insulator  
 Θ = π  strong topological insulator 

the conducting states are surface modes  
on the domain walls between discrete vacua.  
 

+ BµνTµν ≈ confining string action 

A = Berry connection (Qi, Hughes, and Zhang )  

band invariant 

BF theory description of topological states of matter gives rise to U(1) confinement 



QCD? 

Can we interpret confinement as an emergent phenomenon ? (talk on Monday by R. 
Craig) 
 
•  FQHE , ν = 1/3 electron fractionalize in 3 “partons” q= e/3 each one gives rise to an 

IQHE 
•  fractionalization⟺ strong interaction 
•  topological states⟺ strong magnetic field 

“Evidence from large-NC chiral dynamics, holographic QCD, and Monte Carlo !
Observations the QCD vacuum that is very similar to that of a topological insulator, !
with discrete quasivacua labelled by �”!
!

(Tacker, see also Zhitnitsky)((



For SU(2) the picture is: there are two degenerate vacua

Due to S.-J. Rey 1998
Explored by Witten in M-theory construction of N=1 SYM

confining string can terminate
vacuum 1 vacuum 2

Domain Wall

quark

Super Yang-Mills softly broken to N=1,2 



Super Yang-Mills softly broken to N=1,2 

For SU(2) the picture is: there are two degenerate vacua

Due to S.-J. Rey 1998
Explored by Witten in M-theory construction of N=1 SYM

confining string can terminate
vacuum 1 vacuum 2

Domain Wall

liberated quark



(Unsal, Yaffe, Shifman, Poppitz, etc. 2008-present)on R3 ⇥ S1

Poppitz, Anber, TS Phys.Rev. D92 (2015) no.2, 021701

TS, H. Shao,  A. Sandvik, M. Unsal — Soon 

quark anti- 
quark

Different vacua

Different vacua

Domain walls carying 
1/2 electric flux

A deconfined quark 
on a domain wall

A deconfined spin 
on a domain wall

VALENCE BOND SOLID

GAUGE THEORY
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(c) (d)

spin singlets
DOMANIN WALL

in 2D



J-Q MODEL WITH A DOMAIN WALL ALONG Y-DIRECTION
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